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Angling Trust TEFF Loch-Style Qualifiers FAQ 

Can I enter more than one Qualifier 
Yes, you can enter as many as you wish. 

What happens if I enter more than one qualifier and finish in a position that 

I think will qualify me for the Final. 
Unfortunately you will need to fish all your remaining qualifiers as your Registration fee will not be refunded. 

The local organiser may have committed you your place with the local Fishery and will be liable for your Boat 

Fee. If the venue/s you have chosen are fully subscribed, any reserves centrally registered for that / those 

venues can stand in for you. However, you must inform the Q&NC immediately. 

Do I have to pay the same registration fee for all my qualifiers; is there no 

reduction as there is in the Bank qualifiers? 
No, sorry, the same registration Fee applies to all your qualifiers. 

The Registration fee has gone from £20 to £30 this year, that’s a bit 

excessive?  
As the organisation of the qualifiers has now been centralised the requirement to be a member of a 

Federation or other club has been removed. The organising clubs are allowed to levy a small fee in their 

Fishing costs but the Third Party Insurance that they have to provide has to be paid for by the Club. Part of 

the increase in Registration fees goes into a pool to allow the Clubs to reclaim any excess insurance/AT Club 

membership they have to pay to run a qualifier. 

Am I forced to become a Federation/Club Member to fish a qualifier? 
No, that requirement has now been removed by the AT TEFF. 

Do I have to be an Angling Trust Member to fish a qualifier? 
No, you only have to be a member to fish the Final. However, the third Party Insurance arranged by the 

Federation does not cover the individual Angler so we would recommend you taking out Angling Trust 

membership to get your own personal Insurance. 

Who decides on the venues that are used for the qualifiers and National 

Final? 
The location for the Final is decided by the AT TEFF Executive Committee and is based on 4 major Reservoirs 

capable of hosting 100 or more Anglers. These are Grafham, Chew, Rutland and Bewl. Each venue is used 

twice in an 8 year cycle. Each year’s final is chosen with regards to its match to either of the next years 

Internationals so there is not a strict once every 4 years rota in place. 

The venue I wish to fish is full, what can I do? 
You can either elect to fish another venue or ask to be put on the reserve list. It is essential that your entry 

form has a valid contact phone number so you can be contacted at short notice. 
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I notice there are 2 closing dates for entries, what is the purpose of that? 
This is in response to Anglers requests to know if they have qualified at the time of their qualifier. Having 2 

cut off dates will allow the organisers to have a good idea of the qualifying ratios mid-season. However, this 

would only be an estimate as the final ratios can only be calculated after the last qualifier as the ratio is 

based on the number of Anglers fishing for places rather than entrants. A single cut-off date at the end of 

March was originally considered but this was deemed to preclude multi entries. 

I am unhappy about the way the qualifiers are organised, how can I make 

my comments known and to whom? 
The qualifiers are run by the AT TEFF so any comments should be passed to the AT TEFF Secretary for their 

consideration. 

If I am unable to fish through, for example ill health, why can’t I claim my 

entry fee back? 
All requests for refunds in case of Ill Health will be considered by the Central Organiser. 

Why are we not told how many anglers will qualify for the final at the end of 

our heats? 
The ratio of anglers fishing the Final is based on the number of competitive Anglers fishing the qualifiers 

rather than the number of entries so this number will not be known until the final qualifier. 

How will I know if I have qualified if they organiser is unable to tell us after 

the event? 
Unfortunately that information will not be available until the last qualifiers.  This is a catch 22 situation that 

if there were a cut-off date at the end of March then a very good estimate could be made on the number of 

entries. However this did not suit a lot of Anglers who wanted later cut off dates so they could decide later if 

they wanted to enter a second/third time. So, to try and compromise the ratio will not be decided until after 

the last qualifier and Anglers will have to decide themselves if they are in a strong qualifying position or need 

to enter again. The current entry levels and results will be made available online for Anglers to decide if they 

wish to enter again in the second half of the Competition. 

You have me to pay my entry fee to Angling Trust but I have to pay my 

fishing fee to the organiser. This is complicated, why is that? 
2015 is a transition season and in 2016 onwards it is hoped that AT TEFF will take on the whole organisation 

of the Competition with common fishing Fees for all venues so there will only be one payment required. 

There was too much to organise for 2015 so the local Federations have organised and will pay locally for the 

fishing at the qualifiers. 

Why did you set a minimum entry of 20 anglers?  
We would prefer in future and to cut down on administration, have slightly less venues with larger 

participant numbers. To achieve this it was decided for 2015 to have a minimum entry requirement at any 

one venue of 20 anglers.  
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‘Carry overs’ used to be allowed are they going to be reinstated? 
‘Carry overs’ is an emotive subject and is under constant review by the AT TEFF Exec, currently International 

results do not seem to support the need for them. 

Because of the two closing dates I see that I can enter once at some venues 

and, if I don’t qualify enter again later, while at some other venues I cannot 

do that. Why? 
To ease the organisational workload on the volunteers running the qualifiers a strict cut-off date (or two) is 

essential. If there were no cut off dates then they would be dealing with entries for all qualifiers over a 5 

month period. This is an unreasonable expectation on the Central Organiser who is giving up his/her time to 

provide a service for the Anglers wanting to fish for Team England. 

This year’s final is scheduled for a Monday and a Tuesday, why not fish at a 

weekend? 
The decision to run this year’s final on the dates advertised was made by the AT TEFF Loch Style secretary 

due to other conflicting events.  

Why is there a mix of 1 and 2 day qualifiers, should they not all be the 

same? 
This is a year of transition with the Loch Style qualifiers and the format of last year’s qualifiers has been 

retained as the local organisation is being undertaken by the old Federations. This will probably change in 

2016 when the AT TEFF Central Organiser takes more control. Ultimately the format of the qualifiers is the 

responsibility of AT TEFF and they will decide on the future format. 

Why so many qualifiers, very little difference from previous years? 
This is a year of transition with the Loch Style qualifiers and the number and venue from last year’s qualifiers 

has been retained as the local organisation is being undertaken by the old Federations. This will probably 

change in 2016 when the AT TEFF Central Organiser takes more control. 

What happens to the entry fee, is it ring fenced for the Loch Style Teams 

within AT? 
As far as the Loch Style organisers are aware the entry fee is ring fenced for the AT TEFF but not for specific 

Teams run by the AT TEFF. 

Is the rumour true that you could be the only Angler in a later match when 

everyone else has qualified? 
Unlikely, the rules do state a minimum of 20 Anglers for a qualifier and these will be Anglers fishing to 

qualify for the Final. The season is split into 2 (2 closing dates) and the qualifiers are spread around the 

country with some on the same day so there is less of a chance of this happening. 

Are the rules across all qualifiers going to be standardised? Will strict 

International Rules be applied? 
The qualifiers will be fished to the rules published on the AT TEFF web site but there may be a few local 

changes dictated by the Fishery. 
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Will it be possible to pay fishing fees on the day of the qualifier? 
The current intention is that Fishing fees are paid by a cut-off date determined by the local organiser to help 

reduce their work load on the day of the qualifier. If the local organiser is fishing the qualifier it is in their 

best interests to get everything sorted beforehand. They are volunteers giving up their own time to run a 

qualifier for you so paying up beforehand would make their life a lot easier. However, the local organiser can 

decide to take payment on the day but please check with them beforehand. 

What happens if there are odd numbers on the day of the qualifier? 
If there are odd numbers the local organiser will allocate one Angler to fish alone in a bot or arrange for a 

Social Angler to fill the spare place. The Local Organiser should have somebody on standby for this anyway. 

Why is the National Final so late in the Year?  
The Final had to be moved because the original date was so close to the Autumn International at Menteith 

and it would not have allowed the Autumn Team time to get back and prepare for the Final. The new date is 

mid-week as there was so little space in the Calendar to fit it in at any other time. 

Why is there such emphasis on Insurance and Risk Assessment? 
In the current climate of Health & Safety it is prudent to ensure all Anglers are looked after and are safe.  

Will these new rules and multiple entries ensure that AT TEFF will get a 

stronger England Loch Style team? 
The $64,000 dollar question. Only time will tell. At the moment the International results show that there is a 

strong team but as each International is a different team based on the previous year’s final it will take a few 

years to see if this has any impact. 

Do multiple entries not mean that a rich Angler can buy his way to the final 

if he fishes enough qualifiers? 
Possibly but experience of Loch Style and Competition Fishing is essential to be a good International so if 

they can afford to fish 8 qualifiers is that not a good thing? They will have more current experience than an 

Angler who qualifies from the first qualifier. They still have to fish well in the Final to finish in the qualifying 

places! 

 
 

 


